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 Case Study 

Retraining technical sellers to become service sellers 

1. Description 

This document describes the lessons that were learned in the ‘Differentiation Selling®’ training and field 

coaching sessions for Somati FIE.  

The result is improved coordination and development of the process for moving from technical selling to 

selling services and solutions. 

2. About Somati FIE 

Somati FIE is active in Fire Safety and Security – First Intervention Equipment and Safety Management. The 

company called on the services of Differentiation Selling® to help retrain technical sellers to become service 

sellers, in particular for its activities concerning fire prevention service contracts: Somati FIE has over 10,000 

clients in Belgium, from single units (fire extinguishers, reels, etc.) to 100 units and more. 

As well as providing service 

contracts (taken care of by service 

technicians), the service also 

includes the provision of audits 

and training in fire fighting and evacuation.  

Sales are generally generated after a couple of visits to the client.  

There are 3 main competitors on the Belgian market as well as numerous local providers. Somati FIE can 

differentiate itself in its provision of total solutions for maintaining fire prevention.  

The ultimate difference is made in the selling process, and therefore by the seller.  

The sales team is enthusiastic and includes sellers with a certain amount of seniority. New sales people have 

also recently been recruited.  

The new recruits include people with a technical background who have evolved into sales. It also includes 

sales people from other sectors who are very skilled in prospecting. 

3. Reason for the intervention 

- To master basic skills 

- To approach the client proactively with the necessary self-assurance 
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- A number of technicians making the switch to become sales advisors  

4. Course 

- 1 day of sales training tailored to the whole team 

- ½ day of follow-up workshop: to evaluate what’s been learned and how it’s put into practice 

- 3 x 1 day field coaching for 3 news members of the sales team, preceded by an individual or group 

training session. 

5. Basic Assumptions and Evaluation: what assumptions did we 

make, and how did they tie in with the reality? 

Assumption 1:  

All sellers have their strong points. These strengths are individual and so vary from 

seller to seller in the same sales team. 

Evaluation: 

This indeed appears to be the case, as demonstrated by the variety of action items that were formulated 

after day 1. Different sellers usually have different styles: going from very attentive and listening 

(accommodating) to very assertive. Each style has its pros and cons and the training needs to take this into 

account. This is also demonstrated by the way in which the action items are formulated. 

The learning styles also vary. Some sellers were able to put the new lessons learned into practice 

immediately after the workshop (based on the concepts they were shown). Others required individual 

supervision (field coaching) to help get the ‘click’ with the Differentiation Selling® method and with the 

client. Some sellers learn from their mistakes (trial &error) ; some are like sponges soaking up all the 

information. 

 

This seems to be a perfectly normal observation, similar to different people’s learning styles as a whole. 
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FYI: We use the Kolb learning style model in Differentiation Selling®seminars, which assumes that different 

people prefer different styles of learning, but which also requires that all these learning styles are used so 

that  participants in the seminars  can understand ‘fully’. 

Experiential learning via the Kolb model  

The Kolb model has 4 phases: concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, active 

experimentation 

 Concrete Experience (feeling): let the seller consider their own experience (e.g. interaction with a 

difficult client)  

 Reflective Observation(watching): workshop technique / facilitation to share and discuss these 

experiences, and giving meaning to their experiences and then adding to them. 

 Abstract Conceptualization (thinking): trainer notes the answers / responses and lessons learned in a 

predefined concept, or formulates a new concept  

 Active Experimentation(doing) : put the concept into practice using an exercise 

 which in turn leads to new experiences and closes the loop. 
 
The training method works by using the participants’ experiences and then adding to them. The method 
must use the participants’ experience as basis. The individual sales people have their own 
strengths/weaknesses , therefore their unique learning and action points. 

 
 

Assumption 2:  

Because of their experience and expertise, sellers at Somati FIE usually focus 

strongly on content. This expert power means they can talk with clients very easily 

on a technical level. 

Evaluation: 

This was certainly the case for the engineers who had grown into the sales role from the technical side. On 

the other hand we also noticed that the ‘seniors’ also had a very good feel for the underlying selling 
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process. We were then able to transfer these skills during the training. After all, we always start by using 

strengths that are already present in the team. 

6. Results: when the rubber meets the road 

Training score given by the participants for day 1: average 4/5 

Main action items at group level after training day 1  

- Prepare questions 

- Become more assertive: dare, dare, dare 

- Ask more goal-oriented / process-oriented questions: power of dialogue 

- Non-verbal behavior 

- Positive manipulation 

- Cleaning the glasses through which you look to the customer: ‘wanting’ to see the possibilities; 

daring and being able to think outside the box; being good at recognizing and acknowledging 

preconceptions and assumptions / not having any preconceptions 

- How to make telephone appointments: a number of action items were formulated for this 

- Be aware of own behaviour: ‘I am guiding the client’s behaviour’ 

Evaluation of the field coaching 

The field coaching replaced day 2 of the training for some members of the group. Two people also took part 

in the open seminar again, alongside the field coaching. 

The field coaching itself consisted of two conversations with clients under the supervision of the 

consultant/trainer. There was no intervention in the first conversation. The conversation was then 

evaluated and action items formulated. 

The second conversation was also observed. For reasons of confidentiality of information, we make an 

abstraction of the evaluations and lessons learned by the various sellers. The majority of points for attention 

came up several times. 

Observations and points for attention after conversation 1  

- Don’t take notes: people generally have enough expertise and so don’t need to take notes 

- People still talk too much about 

what Somati FIE can do for the 

client, rather than what the client 

wants that Somati FIE can do for 

them. 

- No questions prepared 

- Only technical questions prepared 

- Not enough interaction  

- Not looking for an ally who will sell 

for you from within 
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- Ask about the client’s role. Who does what? Who signs off the deal? 

- The conversation was too noncommittal. 

Actions items were then formulated from this and once again observed in conversation 2 (see next point: 

results) 

Results from conversation 2  

- The questions were written down beforehand. The client’s website was also looked at. This 

provided more peace of mind. It also made it easier to listen. 

- Didn’t start with the ‘PowerPoint presentation’ straight away, and asked more process-oriented 

questions. This created interaction. The client presented their issues spontaneously.  

- A ‘PowerPoint presentation’ was then also given, but this time with lots of focus. In other cases 

there were no longer any ‘PowerPoint presentations’: it was no longer necessary. 

- Notes were taken. 

- A clear follow-up agreement was made with the client. 

- The necessary, searching, in-depth questions were asked even though the client volunteered 

information that meant it was already very tempting to stop: dare to continue asking questions. 

The most important lesson is probably that sellers convinced themselves that these steps really 

can make a difference. After all, with their technical background they can’t improve any further 

with regard to content. It was mainly about the HOW to hold the sales conversation. 

7. Conclusions 

We see that process-oriented skills (how you approach a sales conversation) add important extra value and 

can make a difference to sellers who are strong with regard to content. 

Technical people sell using the sequence: product – company – person. As a 

salesperson, you first need to sell yourself as a person, before selling the 

company, and then selling the product. This rule is even more important in 

the services sector. As a seller, your behaviour reflects the culture of your 

organization. Sellers who listen, for example, provide a clue about the 

selling organization’s attitude (”Will they listen, and take into account what I 

actually want?”) 

By first focusing on the relationship, for example by asking questions that 

are aimed 100% at the client, you are not only selling yourself as a person; 

you are gaining the information you need to position your company and 

product correctly. 

Sellers apply these principles effortlessly if they understand why they are 

there, and see why they make sense. Just as clients have to convince 
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themselves, sellers also need to convince themselves, for example that a process-oriented question makes 

sense. 

Trainers can only facilitate this process and provide examples. The knowledge present in the group was also 

quite important for the skills transfer, so groups definitely should not be split up according to experience. 

There were also lessons and insights for the seniors. 

The sales team at Somati FIE is self-motivated to improve and have the necessary desire to learn.  These 

factors for success will be decisive in Somati FIE’s continued growth.   

8. Contacts 

Maarten De Smedt 

Sales Manager  

Somati FIE     Tel:    +32 (0)53 85 22 22 

Industrielaan 19A   Mobile: +32 (0)478 220 320 

9320 Erembodegem - Belgium  mdt@somatifie.be 

BE 0899.642.237   www.somati.be 

 

René Knecht 

Differentiation Selling® 

Jozef Plateaustraat 11   Mobile: +32 (0)497 48 38 52 

9000 Ghent 

Belgium    rene.knecht@differentiationselling.com 

BE 0881 964 976    www.differentiationselling.com 

 

 

 

 

Differentiation Selling is available in English : 

DIFFERENTIATION SELLING® 

A Practical Guide to Selling Services and Solutions in Competitive Markets 

 

Ebook – Kindle version on Amazon     

 

No Kindle Device?  Download Kindle for PC 
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